
ORDER SHEET FOR MAGISTRATE'S RECORDS. Adv: P.S. Sethi
DISTRICTS : SONITPUR

rN THE COURT OF SESSTONS JUDGE, SONTTPUR AT TEZPUR

MISC. (CRIMINAL (Bail) Case No. 156 of 2023

Mojibur Islam @ Mojibur Rahman, Petitioner VS. STATE OF ASSAM.

order

22-02-23 This is an application u/s 438 Cr.P.C. filed by

Mojibur Islam @ Mojibur Rahman seeking pre-arrest bail

in connection with Chariduar PS Case No. 3412023 uls

366 IPC, corresponding to G.R. Case No. 954/2023.

I have heard the learned lawyers appearing for

both sides. Also gone through the case diary.

The allegation in the FIR is that on 01-03-2023

one Sukhpad Mandal lodged an FIR in Chariduar Police

station alleging inter-alia that his 18 years old daughter

reading in High school was allegedly kidnapped by

accused at about 12 noon while she went to Balipara

High School to sit in the examination.

Learned counsel appearing for the state opposed

the bail prayer contending that accused kidnapped the

girl wlthout knowledge of the lawful guardian.

Learned counsel for the accused however

submitted that the girl voluntarily eloped with the

accused as a result of her affairs and therefore the

present case no element of offence of kidnapping is made

out against accused.

Having heard the contentions of the learned

lawyers appearing for both sides and on careful perusal
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"f 
t|.;u J"rV ,n.f uding the statement of alleged victim

recorded by Maglstrate u/s 164 Cr'P'C'' it transpires that

the girl is 19 years old and she by her own admission

candidly stated that she had an affairs with accused for

last three years and on completion of exam she

voluntarily went with accused who married her as per

Mohmmadan custom and she also desires to live with

him. As it appears the girl is apparently major and she

voluntarily eloped with accused out of her sweet will with

the intention to marry with him consequent upon which

she married with accused and now desires to live with

him. Therefore, considering the fact that both accused

and victim are major and since the elements of the

offence u/s 366 IPC is missing, this court is of the view

that accused can be enlarged on pre-arres\ bail'

In the result, it is provlded that in the event

accused Mojibur Islam @ Mojibur Rahman if arrested in

connection with the aforesaid case, the I'O' shall release

him on pre-arrest bail in execution of a bail bond of

115,000/- (Rupees Fifteen Thousand) with one local

surety of like amount to the satisfaction of I'O'

Inform the I.O. accordinglY'

Let the case diary be returned in seal cover'

Accordingly, the bail petition stands disposed of'
(C.B. Gogoi
Sessions lud

SonitPur, Tez


